THE NATURAL PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT  
(C.C.S.M. c. N20) 

Chicken Broiler Quota Order, amendment* 

Regulation 97/2001  
Registered June 26, 2001  

Manitoba Regulation 298/89 amended  
1 The Chicken Broiler Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 298/89, is amended by this regulation. 

2 Section 1 is amended  
(a) by repealing the definition of "Annual Basic Allotment List"; and  
(b) by striking out the definition of "marketing cycle" and substituting the following:  
"marketing cycle" means the period of time specified by the Board during which a registered producer may market chicken broiler of a category pursuant to a market allotment allotted to such producer, provided however that no marketing cycle shall be less than:  
(a) five weeks with respect to Cornish game hen,  
(b) seven weeks with respect to Regular chicken broiler, and  
(c) ten weeks with respect to Roaster; 

3 Section 5 is repealed and the following is substituted:  
Determination of basic allotments by category  
5 Subject to the provisions of this Order, a registered producer's basic allotment for each category of chicken broiler shall be equal to the number of kilograms of chicken broiler shown opposite his name in the column for that category on such list. 

4 Subsection 8(2) is repealed. 

* This order is made under the Manitoba Chicken Broiler Producers' Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 241/87 R and is Order No. 4, 2001 of Manitoba Chicken Producers.
Section 3 of Schedule "A" is repealed.

Section 12 of Schedule "A" is repealed and the following is substituted:

Additional transfer assessment

In the event the basic allotment allotted to a producer under Box 2 of the Basic Allotment List is greater than the basic allotment allotted to such producer under Box 1 of such List (such difference being referred to as the "difference"), any successful Offer submitted by that the registered producer shall be reduced by an amount equal to such difference for a period of five years from the effective date of the allotment of the difference.

Coming into force

This Order comes into force on June 2, 2002.
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